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hIstorIcAL context

The Garden of Light, Panama - July 13, 2019

Congress of the second initiation to the Mother

The first initiation to the Mother was inaugurated during the summer 

congress in the Garden of Light in 2018. This initiation consists of a week lived in 

contact with the Mother in the living nature, followed by an encounter with the 

Mother in her temple. The latter then indicates to the candidate the weaknesses 

and strengths of his 4 bodies and gives him his kiss. On this subject, see the study 

book The initiation to the Mpther. The second initiation is that of self-knowledge 

and transmission.

AwAken the Inner LIght 
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The passage of Louisette Étude’s veil was also a major theme of this 

congress. She died a week before the congress began and was the first among 

the Essenes whose bodies were watched over and buried in the Garden of Light in 

Panama. In the afterlife, she opened a path for all Essenes, becoming a smuggler. 

On this subject, see the Essene Manuscript Departure of Sister Louisette for the 

Land of the Rising Sun.

messAge from god the mother:
My school is an education. I educate through the awakening of the inner 

light and I create a distance from the outer light.

The inner light gives creative power and makes it possible to grasp the ou-

ter light and to order it.

Those who come from the outside world are possessed by it, by its magic, 

its magnetism and its fecundation. They do not know the power of the inner light 

and are therefore subject to what they believe to be knowledge and life.

This outer light is everything to them, for they know nothing else and they 

educate their children in it so that they in turn may be possessed and animated. So, 

once they have become adults, they are ignorant of true knowledge, true life, true 

identity and they become irresponsible, the less than nothing who carry nothin-

gness, emptiness, the absence of Light and being inside them. They are unaware 

of their thoughts, feelings, will, intentions, actions and destiny. Their senses are 

usurped and their creative power is used against themselves.

I am the school of life, wisdom and dignity. This world is foreign to Me, it is 

contrary to my law and my education.

I want you to understand that here on this land, in this village that is my 

home, it is fundamental to be educated and receive my education and training. 

You must be aware of this and you have to approach Me with your own free will to 

receive instruction and work on yourselves to awaken and find the creative power 
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of the inner light, the living light, which is your being and also the presence of the 

Angel.

Be aware of the importance of respect for the family, the community, the 

Nation.

Be aware of the counter-virtues and do not bring them into the water of 

relationships.

Be vigilant in front of the poison of discontent, in front of the evil eye.

Do not discharge your anger, control your words and do not be inconsistent 

in your acts.

Be stable on my land and faithful in my presence and in my school.

Do not let the outer light invade you and control you, but fecundate it and 

control it through the creative power of the Angel’s inner light. This is the secret of 

the true power of good, wealth, abundance and success.

The outer light is called failure.

Everything you undertake in accordance with the inner light that is not tin-

ted or stained will lead you to plenitude. It is the secret of life.

If you abandon yourselves to the sneaky influences of the outer light, it will 

bring in the counter-virtues and they are the ones that will use your intelligence, 

your senses and your organs. In this way you will give the power of your being to 

the counter-virtues and then, you will come to Me as if nothing were real, that the 

real does not exist and you will ask to live with Me.

I am the real, and your thoughts, words and acts are real.

That is why I say to you that you have to be educated and that, consciously, 

you need to enter my school, study and work on yourselves so that you will no 

longer let the outer light govern you and guide you. This light needs to be placed 

under your feet and you need to awaken the power of the inner light, which fills 

everything with wisdom and governs by the power of the supreme good, which is 

the Father.
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My dear Essenes, know that in my house, I welcome all my Children, but 

there is a fundamental rule which is that of education and respect. You cannot 

come to Me and pour your garbage on my table, in the very place where I prepared 

the meal for the Gods and my family.

You will have to educate yourselves and learn to control yourselves. Do eve-

rything so that education is powerful on my land and take the time it takes to edu-

cate yourselves and become powerful in intelligence, speech and work from your 

inner source.

Open schools, study circles and appoint teachers who transmit and help, 

honestly and purely, then start to train yourselves so that in all your acts, the inner 

light of the Angel guides you.

You have been so poorly educated that even you, the Essenes, think that all 

this filth you live with has no consequence, but you are very wrong.

On a daily basis, you are possessed, invaded by the outer light that deprives 

you and devalues you. Since all men are the same, you reassure yourselves by 

convincing yourselves that it is natural, that it is the norm, but in truth, you are 

being deceived and your entire capital stolen. You become weak, immersed in a 

world of illusion, false identity, lies that make you believe that you can talk about 

the Light without being it and alongside, be possessed by the dark and bring it into 

the world through thoughts, words and acts. It is just madness and idleness.

To hurt another in thought, word, deed is absolutely impossible for one 

who has awakened his inner light and is faithful to it in everything. Only one who is 

possessed by the magnetism of the outer light can think of doing harm. This des-

tructive thought of beauty comes from the outer light.

You have to know these 2 lights, which are like 2 serpents, and learn to 

balance them. This is the science of the Angels and their discipline.

If you live with the Angels in the real, you will never do anything useless or 

that does not belong to you, does not come from you and you will never seek to 

degrade another and degrade him from your anger.
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I know that anger comes from an event that has occurred in the intellec-

tual, philosophical, sentimental, existential sphere and that now, you react. Well, 

observe and understand: this is the outer light. It comes through an event and 

touches your centres, your subtle organs to invade and controls them so that you 

react and set yourself in motion, animated by it and not by the power of the wise, 

eternal, immortal and genuine light of your Angel. In this way you are degraded 

and impoverished and show that you are disciples of darkness and of the destruc-

tive and usurping intelligence.

You can only control this light of the counter-virtues by awakening the inner 

light and giving it supremacy. There is no other way and this is what we call educa-

tion. The rest is a scam, usurpation and organized gang crime.

In my school, it is not possible and acceptable to be a servant and agent on 

the dark, unconscious, unhealthy and destructive side.

You need to wake up and do everything possible to close yourself off and 

stop this hemorrhage, that empties you of your wealth and your luck capital.

The Essene Nation must be rich, rich in intelligence, rich in mastery, rich in 

creative strength and rich in living works that infinitely multiply the power of good 

in action. This strength is the Father Himself who comes through His blessing be-

cause the work pleases Him.

Stop indulging in mediocrity and do everything you can to get out of this 

invasion and usurpation of the outer light and its magnetism of evil. Do not let this 

unconsciousness go into your lives, your families, your destinies. Stand up and take 

charge of your lives. Those who come near Me and my house must be delivered 

from this spell.

To approach Me is to receive an education for the Common Good and the 

service of God.

You have to be clean and know how to wash yourself. Cleanliness is impor-

tant in respecting others, family members. We share what is pure, clear, conscious, 

in the mastery and presence of the Angels, but not what is dirty, unconscious, dis-
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gusting, poisoned, foreign.

Remember dignity and be at least aware of what you are doing.

If you take the world of men as a model and are not able to perceive that 

they have lost all dignity, it is because your inner light has not yet come on.

Do not worry about others, but awaken your light at the fire of Archangel 

Michael.

If you are dirty and you let a dirty world enter in you without doing anything, 

how do you think the spirits of the elements and the beings who populate the invi-

sible worlds are going to consider you?

It is the beings of nature who are alive, it is they who bring luck, strength and 

prosperity and in no way the world of poorly educated, dirty and vile men. How 

do you think these beings are going to look at you and consider you if you are not 

constant, clear and animated by the inner light of the Angel? A badly brought up 

man, filled with darkness, makes the beings of living nature flee.

Do not take my words lightly, but do everything you can to awaken and edu-

cate yourselves. Go to my school and lighten your life with this unnecessary weight 

that has been harnessed by the outer light that has put you under its control. Quite 

often, you think, you feel, you live and act in it and through it and it dirties you, 

enslaves you, leads you into slavery. Free yourselves from this hold by awakening 

the inner light in my presence and in my school.

In my house, there is respect, dialogue, sharing, truth, caring, communion 

... These are acts of daily life, but they must be animated by the inner light of the 

Angel and not by the infernal circle of the outer light. Men became weak in front 

of this light, because they gave themselves to it in the hope that it would save 

them. Seeing evil possess them, they tried to hide it behind appearances, thinking 

no one would see it and that it would pass. Humans are there and evil grows and 

multiplies as they pretend not to see it while still waiting for the solution to come 

from the outside.
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I say to you: even if men have gouged their eyes out so as not to face reality, 

the spirits of nature and the subtle worlds are not blind and they see man as he has 

become.

Understand that if there are always oppositions in your life, it is simply that 

you have not done the minimum necessary to live in my house and in my loving and 

wise presence.

I ask you to reflect on the importance of living on a land that is alive from Me 

and that will make all the seeds you put into it grow.

It is only by calling the power of death that you can hide, but this power is 

illusory, because before life you cannot hide. Life will reveal all your works and you 

will be forced to live with them.

You cannot be anything other than what you are, and what you are, I can tell 

you: you are children in need of an education.

So stop being childish and come and receive the education that will allow 

you to free yourself from your weaknesses and become true parents of God on 

earth. Pull yourselves together and regain the dignity to manage your own pro-

blems and transform into wisdom and strength anything that may appear harsh or 

violent on the outside.

To live as a family in my house is dignity, wisdom, the manifestation of the 

Angel’s inner light.

We have to be aware of magnetism and the 2 lights and make sure that it is 

the inner light that radiates and emanates to sow the outer light with luck, wisdom, 

the prosperity of living virtues.

Accept my teaching.

Have respect for the discipline and education that makes you share only the 

fruits of wisdom with others, and transform the dark inside you with the power of 

the inner light.

Everyone has difficulties to live through, it is part of the path, and you have 

the right to find friends to help you, but you have to be aware and know that in the 
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end, you will have to transform this into wisdom through the power of the Angel’s 

inner light.

Olivier Manitara read and commented on this message in his lecture of July 13, 2019, 

Belong to a Lineage Bigger than Death.
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The Essene is a being who considers that he is on earth to train, to model 

himself, to ennoble his being and raise himself towards the higher worlds of light and 

wisdom.

The Essene Theological Academy was created according to the need of the in-

ternational Essene community to receive an education, a training on the principles of 

Essenism:  the art of speech, meditation, breathing, nutrition, the mastery of thoughts, 

moods, the art of movement . . . It is an overall training of man - body, mind and spi-

rit - that does not give a certificate but offers keys to the mastery of the material world 

and the awakening of consciousness.

Transmitted by Olivier Manitara, the manuscripts are available to all beings 

who want to develop their full potential as human being.

For the worship of the Light, it is the brotherhood of the priests of the fourth 

step who write the courses, for they are the guardians of this sacred teaching. In addi-

tion to the written courses, they also offer training sessions, where oral transmission 

allows going deeper and integrating the Teaching better. These trainings and courses 

are offered to those who have committed themselves to the worship of the Light to 

be parents of God. They are an essential foundation for the practice of the Worship.

“no mAn Is greAt,

for onLy god Is greAt.

no reLIgIon Is hIgher thAn god,

for the onLy reLIgIon Is the spouse of god.”


